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The Laplacian operator ß on a bounded domain Q in ~n containing 0, with Dirichlet 
boundary condition, is perturbed by a pseudopotential J, the Dirac measure at O. Such a 
perturbation will be defined in L,,(Q) for n = 2, 1 < p < 00, and for n = 3, ~ < p < 3, and is 
shown to be the generator of an analytic semigroup. Thus solutions of the corresponding 
evolutionary system are weil defined. The necessary estimates involve the Gagliardo
Nirenberg inequality and the Kato inequality. 

1. Introduction 

Let n be a bounded domain in IR{N (N) 1) that contains 0, and has a C2-boundary. 
Consider the evolution type system (:t A+ b) u( t, .) = 0 in n, t > 0, 

(1.1)
u( t, . ) 0 on an, t > 0, 

u(O, .) = uo(-) in n,l
where b(u)(t,') = u(t, 0) bo and bo is the Dirac measure at 0 E n. The perturbation of 
- A by the pseudopotential b is called a point interaction. We show that, at least for 
some N and p, one can solve (1.1) by 

u(t) S(t)uo, 

where {S(t)}t!?;O is an analytic semigroup on LP(n). 
It will be sufficient to give an appropriate version of A + b with domain D, 

corresponding to the Dirichlet boundary condition, such that for all ), E ([; with Re A 
large 

A A + b:D s:::LP(n)~LP(n) 

has an inverse and, with some constant M, 

-1 1II(A A + b) II$(LP(Q)) ~ M /Ti' 
Then, see [14, Theorem 2.5.2], -A + b will be the negative generator of an analytic 
semigroup on LP(n). 

For our approach to work we need W2,p(n) and w2,Q(n), with q defined by 
(l/p) + (l/q) = 1, to be both continuously embedded in CO(Q), that is 2 (N/p) > 0 
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and 2 (N/q) > O. Hence the restriction will be 

N N 
2<P<N 2' 

wbich implies N = 2 and p E (1, (0), or N 3 and ~ < p < 3. 
The paper is organised as folIows. In Section 2 we summarise some facts on point 

interactions in U(RN 
). In Section 3, respectively 4, we construct the point interaction 

and its resolvent operator. In Section 5 we show pointwise estimates for the Green 
function ({JJ. GJ.,n(O,·) at zero. The U norm of rp). will be estimated from above 
using the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality. The main result is proved in the last 
section. 

Application of point interactions to the study of singular solutions of the semilinear 
problem -8u + \uls 

-
1 U = -(JU with 0" > 0 will be treated in a forthcoming paper. 

For results on point interactions on bounded domains with periodic boundary 
conditions, see [3]. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section we summarise some facts on point interactions in U(R3 
) taken from 

[2,5,6]. 

Point interactions in V(R3) 


Consider the Laplacian operator in L2(R3 ) 


- 8: W2,2(R3) s;;: L2(R3 ) -+ L2(R3 ). 

The point interaction in L2 (R3
) can be defined as a selfadjoint extension of the 

restricted Laplacian operator Ao in L2 (R3) with 

D(Ao) {UoEW2,2(R3):uo(O)=O}, Aouo - 8uo 

(see [2]). Note that by the Sobolev embedding theorem (see e.g. [1]) W2
•
2 (R3

) can 
be embedded into the space of continuous functions. So for u E W2,2(R3

) the value 
u(O) is well defined. If N ~ 4 this is no longer the case and tbis approach fails. (For 
point interactions in higher dimensions, see [7, 16J) The adjoint operator A6 can 
be described as follows. For ;;. Ep(-8), let G';'IR'(X, y) denote the Green function 
corresponding to (A - A) -1, that is 

e-..,r;:!x- y! 

GA,R'(x, y) = 4n:lx y\ for x =1= y, 

and define rp';'IR'(X) = G",II'l'(O, x) for x =1= O. Then (see e.g. [15J) 

D(A6) = {u + C«({J-i + rp;): u E W2,2(R3), CE q, 

A~(u + c(rp _, + rpi» = - 8u + c(irp -i - irp,). 

Note that every selfadjoint extension of Ao is asymmetrie restrietion of A~. All 
selfadjoint extensions are given by the one-parameter family of operators 
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{-L\}'E(-1t,1t] (see [2,11.1]), with 

D(-A,) = {uo + c(e-tiTfP_i + etiTfPi): Uo E W2,2(IRn, uo(O) = 0, CE (C}, 

-A,(uo + c(e-tiTrp_i + eti'fPi» = -Auo + c(ie-ti'fP_i - ietiTfPi)' 

This family of selfadjoint extensions defines a family of point interaetions in the 
following way. 

The domain of the point interaction is contained in D(A~). We extend the pseudo
potential, the Dirae measure, such that it i8 defined on fP-i and fPi as weIl. The 
Laplacian operator will also be extended. The sum of this extended Laplacian 
operator and a multiple of the extended pseudopotential is an operator in D(A~). 
For suitable re (-TC, TC] the operator - At is the restrietion of this sum to D(- At). 

Let bo denote the Dirac measure at zero. Using the Fermi pseudopotential b(8/8r)r 
[2,8] the operator 4nb: W2,2(1R(3) --+(W2,2(1R(3»)' with o(u) = 4nu(0)oo can be extended 
to an operator 4nb(8/8r)r: D(A~) --+(WZ·2(1R(3»', where for u e W2,2(1R(3) and ce (C 

4nb :r r(u + C(fP-i + fPi» = [:r (4nru + c(e-Rr + e-.Jir»] (O)bo= [4nu(0) - .j2C]bo. 

Next one can extend the Laplacian operator to the operator 

- A- 2,2: L2(1R(3) S; (W2.2(1R(3»' --+(W2,2(1R(3»' 

by taking the closure of the Laplacian operator in (W2,2(1R(3»'. (Compare [4, 
Seetion 2].) Fix re(-n,n]. Then for uo+c(e-titfP_i+etiTfPi)eD(-At) and 
v E W2.2(1R(3) 

[( -A- 2,2 +4na.o :r r }uo + c(e-titfP_i + etitfPi»] (v) 

= I -Auovdx+ I c(ie-titfP_i-ietitfPi)vdx+c(e-tit+etit)v(O) 
R3R' 

+ c(e-tite3/41ti + etiTe-3/41ti ). v(O) 

= r (-Auo+c(ie-titfP_i-ietitfPi»vdx
JR3 

for suitable a" assuming cos ~n -tr #= 0, that is r #= For this at the operator - At 
is the part in L2(1l~3) of - A- 2•2 +4nat b(8/8r)r: D(A~) S; (W2,2(1R(3»' --+(W2.2(1R(3»'. 

Point interactions in LP(1R(3) 

For 1 < p < 00, consider the Laplacian operator in LP(1R(3) 


- A: W2.P(1R(3) S; U(1R(3) --+ U(1R(3). 

We define -A_2.P:U(1R(3)S;(W2.Q(1R(3»'--+(W2.Q(1R(3»' as the closure of -A in 
(W2.Q(1R(3»)'. (Compare [4].) Here (l/p) + (l/q) = 1. Under the re8triction ~ < p < 3, it 
follows from the Sobolev embedding theorem that W2,p(1R(3) and W2,Q(1R(3) can be 
embedded continuously into the space of bounded continuous funetions. There
fore the value u(O) is weIl defined for u E W2,P(1R(3) and bo e (W2.Q(1R(3»'. Define 
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4nb(ojor)r: W2,p(~3) EB [0/1.1'3] _(W2,q(~3»)' by 

o 
4nb or r(u + Co/) = (4nu(0) - c)bo· 

For notational eonvenience, we make use of o/l,R' instead of o/±i' Note that 
o/I,R' !(!P-i + o/i) E H2,p(~3). The point interaetion 

o 
-A+4nb-r 

or 

in LP(~3) is by definition the part in LP(~3) of A_ 2 ,p + 4nb(0/or)r. Explicit formulae 
for the resolvents of point interaetions ean be derived using [11], see [5,6]. In 
order to prove tbat -A + 4nb(ojor)r is the negative generator of an analytie 
semigroup on LP(~3), estimates on the funetion 0/,1"R3(X) = G).,R3(0, x) are needed. 
The LP-norm of 0/).,R3 bas to be estimated from above, wbereas estimates on 
[0/,1"R3 - 0/1,jffi3] (0) are needed from below. These estimates ean be obtained from the 
explicit expression o/,1"le(X) e-.r.ilxlj4nlxl. Similar results hold for point interactions 
in LP(~2) with 1 < p < 00. See [5]. 

3. The constmction of point interactions in LP(O) 

Let 0 be a bounded open subset of ~N with N 2 or 3. Assurne that 00 is C2 and 
OE O. Let Ap be tbe Laplacian operator 

Ap: W2 ,P(0)n Wö'P(O) s; LP(O)-LP{O), 

Apu = -Au. 

(For tbe definitions of W2,P(0) and Wö'P(O), see e.g. [1].) This operator Ap is the 
negative generator of an analytic semigroup on LP(O). Assurne N = 2 and 1 < p < 00, 

or N = 3 and ~ < p < 3. Then the spaees D(Ap) and D(Aq), supplied with the graph 
norm (where (l/p) + (l/q) 1) can be embedded eontinuously into the spaee of 
bounded continuous funetions supplied with the supremum norm (see e.g. [1]), 
Tberefore tbe operator b: D(Ap) - (D(Aq»)' with 

b(u):=u(O)bo 

for u E W5'P(0), is weIl defined. Here bo denotes the Dirae measure centred at zero. 
We want to define point interaetions, that is tbe perturbation of A by a complex 
number of dmes b, as an operator in LP(O) , For that we extend the operators Ap 
and band define the point interaetion as the part in LP(O) of tbe sum of these 
extended operators. Define 

A_1,p: LP(O) s; (D(Aq»)' - (D(Aq)Y 

as the c10sure of Ap in (D(Aq»' under the usual identification LP(O) = (Lq(O»'. (See 
[4, Section 2].) Moreover, extend the operator b to the operator dN with 

D(dN):={u +Co/:UE D(Ap), C E (C}, 

dN(u +co/):=(u(O) - c)bo, 
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where 

(3.1) 

We use (3.1) throughout the paper. Observe that tp E C(Q\{O}) and 
lim1xl _otp(lxl)/IlN(lxl) exits and is positive, with 1l2(lxl)=ln lxi and 1l3(1xl) = Ixl- l

. 

It folIo ws from our assumption on N and p that tp E LP(n) and consequently 
D(dN) s;: LP(n). For u + ctp E D(dN), 

(A_t,p + dN)(u + ctp) -ßu + cbo+ (u(O) - c)bo 

= -ßu + u(O)bo. 

DEFINITION 3.1. The point interaction -ß + dN in LP(n) is the part of A_l,p + dN in 
LP(n). In other words, 

D(-ß + dN),= {uo + ctp: Uo E D(Ap), uo(O) = 0, C E (C}, 

(-ß + dN)(Uo + ctp),= -ßuo. 

For IX E (C\{O} the point interaction - ß + IXdN in LP(n) is the part of A_ 1,p + xdN in 
LP(n). In other words, 

D(- ß + IXdN),= {uo + c(tp + U .. ): UoE D(Ap ), uo(O) = 0, C E (C}, 

(-ß + adN)(uo + c(tp + Ua )),= -ßuo cßu", 

where U E D(Ap ) such that u,,(O) = (IX - 1)/IX. 


REMA.RK 3.2. Tbis second characterisation is independent of the choice for u". 


a 

4. The resolvent of the point interaction 

Let IX E (c\{0} and u" E D(Ap) such that u,,(O) = (IX - 1)/IX be fixed. In order to describe 
the resolvent of the point interaction - ß + IXdN, auxiliary operators are needed. For 
;, E p(- Ap ), define 

LA: (C --+ LP(n) , 

LA(c):=ctpA' 

for CE (C, where tpA:=(A + A_ 1,p)-lbo' Note that for ), E p(-Ap ) we have tpA E LP(n) 
and tpA- tp E D(Ap ). So due to the Sobolev embedding theorem the expression 
(tpA - tp)(O) makes sense. We make use of tbis observation in the sequel. The other 
auxiliary operator we need is 'P:D('P)--+(c with 

D('P):= {u + c(tp + u,,): U E D(Ap ), C E (C}, 

'P(u + c(tp + ua)):=u(O) - c. 

Using these operators we can prove the following theorem (see also [5] or [10,11]). 

THEOREM 4.1. Let A E p(- Ap ). Then A E p(ß - o:dN ) if and only if 

IX-i 
(tpA tp)(O) =1-. 

IX 
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Proof From the resolvent identity it follows that 

q>;. = {A + A_1.p)-1 00 

= - A{A + Ap)-l(A_ 1,p)-1 00 + {A_ 1• )-1 00
P

( 4.1) 
{-'-\'(A + A_1,p)-1q> u"'} + {q> + u"'} 

E D{'P). 

Therefore the operator 

(I +L,,'P):D('P)---+D{'P) 

is weIl defined. Moreover, for u + c(q> + u"') E D{'P), 

(I + LI.'P)(u + c(q> + u"'» 

= u + c(q> + u,,) + (u(O) - c)({ -'-\'(A + A_1,p)-1q> - u"'} + {q> + u",}) 

u + (u{O) - cH - A{J. + A_1.p)-1q> - u"'} + u{O){q> + ua ). 

So (I + LI.'P)(u + c{q> + ua » E D{Ap) if and only ifu(O) 0 or equivalently, if and only 
if u + c(q> + u"') E D( - A + rxdN ). Furthermore, for u + c(q> + u,,) E D( - A + ':I.dN ) 

(..1. + Ap)(I + LA'P){u + c(q> + U"'» (A + Ap)(u c{ - Ä{J.+ A_1,p)-1q> - ua}) 

= (J.u - Au + cJ.q> + du" cAu,,) 

= ().(u + c(q> + u"'» Au - cAua ) 

= (J. - A + ':I.dN)(u + c(q> + u,,». 

So ). E p(A rxdN ) if and only if I + LA'P :D('P) ---+ D('P) is invertible and in that case 

(p. - A + ':I.dN)-lj = (I + LA'P)-l(A + Ap)-lf (4.2) 

It is not difficult to verify that I + LA'P is invertible if and only if I + 'PLA: IC ---+ IC is 
invertible, and that, if those operators are invertible, 

(I + LI. 'P)-1 = I - L).(I + 'PL;.)-l 'P. ( 4.3) 

Finally we remark that for CE IC (see (4.1» 

(I + 'PLA)(c) = C + 'P[(- Ä){). + A_ 1•p)-1q> - U" + {q> + ua)]c 

:X-1)=c+ 'P[q>A q>]--rx--1 c( 
( 00 [q>A - q>] - ':1.: 1) c. 

The statement of the theorem now follows from (4.2) and (4.3). D 
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5. Estimates on tbe Green function at (0, x) 

In order to prove that point interactions are negative generators of analytic semi
groups on I1'(o.), we need estimates on the function rp;. for Re ), ;;;:; O. Let AE p(- Ap ). 

When G;.,n(x, y) denotes the Green function corresponding to (A + Ap)-t, then 
rpJx) = GA.n(O, x). That is, for u E D(Ap ), 

[rpA()" Ll)u dx u(O). 
~n 

We write rp",IRN(X) = G",IRN(O, x). The relation between rp;. and rpA,IRN is given by 

(5.1) 

on 0., where VA satisfies 

(A - Ll)v;. = 0 ?' 
[ V" rpA,RN 00., 

LEMMA 5.1. Let AE p(Ap ) and 1 < p < 00. Then 

11 rpAllp= 11 t5o(}" + Aq)-lll:lw(Q),IC)' 

Proof For fE Lq(o.), 

lt5o(A + Aq)-l I= IIn rpA(x)f(x) dx I;? 11 rp;.ll pIlf Il q• 

So 11 t5o(A + Aq ) -lllz(Lq,lC) ;? 11 rp Allp' Moreover, defining 

rp!:= 11 rp;.II;-P«PAlrp"IP-2 E Lq(o.), 

we have 11 rp! Il q = 11 rpAll p and 

lt5o(A+Aq )-lrpfl= IIn rpArp!dxl Ilrp;.II;= Ilrp"llp!lrp!ll q • 

So 11 t5o()" + Aq ) -1 IIZ(Lq,IC);;;:; 11 rp ;.11 P' 0 

PROPOSITION 5.2. Let 1 < P< 00. For every eE (0, nI2), there is an Mo;;;:; 0 such that 
for A E I.(1t/2) +8 

~ M 
Ilrp"llp;? IAI1-(N/2q) and lIt5o(),+Ap)-lllz(1:J'(n),IC);? IAI1-(~/2P) 

(Here I.(1t/2) +0 = {z E ~:, arg zl ;? (nI2) +e}.) 

Proof Let eE (0, 2n) and choose Do ;;;:; 0 such that, for every AE I.(1t/2) +0, 


D 
11 (A + Aq)-ll1z(Lq);? I)"~' 

Such a Do exists as Aq is the negative generator of an analytic semigroup. Let 
AE I.(1t/2) +8 and fE Lq(o.) and u = (A + Aq)-1 f According to the Gagliardo-Nirenberg 
inequality (see e.g. [9]) 

http:Ilrp;.II
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with s 1 (N12q). We have for some constant Co ~ 0, independent of 1, 

I1 u 112,q;;;;; Co 11 f Il q 
(see e.g. [14, Chapter 5]) and 

Therefore for some constant Mo ~ 0, independent of I"~ 

Me 
IlullC();;;;; IAI 1 -(N/2q) Ilfll q 

and consequently 

M 
11 bo(l + Aq )-lllz(Lq,({;);;;;; 1I,ll-(~/2q). 

The statement follows from Lemma 5.1. 0 

PRoposmoN 5.3. Let Re A~ 0. Then 

as Ill--oo. 
Proof Due to Kato's inequality [12, Lemma A], v'" satisfies 

tlIV;.1 ~ Re llv;d n, 
[ IvAI = IIl'A,Il(NI an. 

As Re l ~ 0, it follows by the maximum principle that 

sup Iv",l;;;;; sup IV;.I. (5.2) 
U oU 

The statement ofthis proposition follows from the fact that 11l'?.II<NI--O uniformlyon 
an as Ill-- 00. 0 

REMARK 5.4. Inequality (5.2) also follows from [13, Corollary 1.3], with 
L= (-(alat) + tl} and F(t, x) = eiMvA(x). 

6. The point interaction is the negative generator of an analytic semigroup on LP(D.) 

THEOREM 6.1. Let N = 2 and 1< p < 00 or N = 3 and ~ < p < 3. Then,for a E (C\{O}, 

-tl + adN 

is the negative generator of an analytic semigroup on U(n). 

Proof. Let aE(C\{O}. We shall show that for },E(C with ReA~O and 1}.llarge 
enough: l E p(tl adN ) and 

I1 (), tl + adN ) -lllz(LP(U» = O( 1},1- 1
), 

as 1).1-- 00 and Re l ~ O. 
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For J. E p( - Ap } we have with (5.1) 

bo[I))). -1))] bo[l));. -1))1 + 1))1 1))] 

= bO[I));',IJ1lN -1))1,IJ1lN] - bo[V), - VI] + bO[1))1 -1))]. 

It follows from Proposition 5.3 that bo[v,,] --*0 as IAI--* 00. Moreover, for lAllarge 

enough, bO[I));'.i1lN -1))1.ntN] behaves like In Ji. when N = 2, and like IAlt when N = 3. 
Indeed 

(see [17, p. 78]) and 

e-,ß;lxl 

1)).<,i1l3 (x) = 4nlnl . 

By [17, formula (14), p.80] one finds that Ko(z}=C-lnz+o(z} for Izl--*O and 
z E !C\(- 00,0]. Consequently for lAllarge enough and Re J. ~ 0 we have 
bo[l))), -1))] =1= (a - 1)/1X and therefore, by Theorem 4.1, A E p(A Cid..,.). It also folIows, 
using Lemma 5.1 and Proposition 5.2 and the fact that Ap is the negative generator 
of an analytic semigroup on U(n), that 

11 (A - A+ IXdN )-III.ll''(LP(Q)) 

< Ill'} +A )11 + Ilbo[(A+Ap )-I.JI12(LQ(Q).C) 11 11 

= . p 2(LP(Q» I IX - 11 1)).< p 


c5o[1)) -1)).<] +-
IX 

o(lJer1) + O(IJe 1-1 +(I/P»O(1 )O( IA 1-1+(I/q» when N 2 
{= O(IJr 1 ) + O(IJ,I-1+(3/2p»O(IAI-t)O(lJeI 1 + (3/2q» when N=3 

=O(lAI- 1 ) 

as IA 1--* 00 and Re A~ O. 0 
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